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CHAPrER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the Problem.-- The problem is to study the 1957 
Boston University Thesis of Jane Lea Ma,yna:rd, entitled, 
11 A Workbook to Develop Ability to Distinguish between 
Affective Language and Report Language, n to determine what 
problems one classroom teacher, not subjectively involved in 
const :ruction of the mate:ria.l,. might have in presenting it to 
an actual group of students. 
~rpose.-- The purpose of this writer in studying Miss Ma.yna.:rd's 
Workbook was almost wholly :restl;:'icted to a consideration of 
form, mechanics, phrasing, word choice e.nd potential ambiguity> 
and to a study of the organization and sequence of concepts in 
the work, insofar as a.ll these matters aided o:r hindered one 
classroom teacher in presenting Miss Maynard 1 s workbook exercises 
and the Test. 
This study does not deal directly with the effectiv~ness 
of the Workbook in bringing about an tncl;:'ease in students 1 
ability to distinguish between affective language and :report 
language. Of course, the writer would not ha.ve used students' 
time on the project tf the material had not seemed to promise 
some improvement in students 1 power to discriminate between 
emotive language and. :report language. 
1 
Procedure.-- A general introduction to the work was given. 
Separate sections of the Workbook were mimeographed and 
distributed to the students. After a. specific introduction 
to tdea.s contained in a section, the section was ree,d and 
discussed by the class. Q.uestions included a.t the end of 
each exercise were used as pre-tests. Time limtte,tions often 
required the.t these tests be oral rather than written. Then 
material was re-presented or reviewed. Thereafter, pertinent 
sections of the Test were used as fine.l evaluation. Where 
time did not permit at least an oral review of questions in 
.a workbook section, the fLrst testing on pa.ra.llel ma.teria.l in 
the Test is called a "pre-test." 
The material wa.s taken over a. period of eight weeks. 
During the first week a.pproxtma.tely three forty-minute periods 
were required for the work. This time was reduced to two 
periods after the first week. The Test was given in three 
sections a.nd took nearly one period per section. The teacher 
made a memorandum of special difficulties encountered during 
the testing period. 
Justification of the Problem.-- The Conference on the Baste 
Issues in the Tea.ching of English, through Joseph Mersand, 
Oha.trman, approved and incorporated into its Conference Report 
the suggestion of Dr. Arno Jewett that a, teaching of critical 
thinking and an instruct ton in 11 elementa,ry 11 semantics is one of 
the more important tasks facing teachers of English today. 
1/ 
1/Joseph Mersa.nd, dha.irman, 11The Baste Issues tn the Tea.ch-
ing of English, 11 Midwest English Review (Winter-Spring, 
1959-60), 1;27. 
2' 
Con at :ruct ton o:f mat erta.la :for crt t t cal thinking and the 
teaching of semantic principles .is an indiapenaa.ble step 
in carrying out this task. Evaluation of constructed 
mat ertals by persons act t vely engaged in the t ea.chi.ng of 
English is the second important phase in carrying out the 
task. 
Scope and Lin1i ta.ttons. -- The study of a workbook dea>ling 
wt th the development o:f the a.bili ty to d 1st tngui sh between 
report language and affective language brings the examiner 
into the broad field of critical thinking and into the 
field of ugeneral semantics. u 
However, after a. consideration of what is included 
in these two areas mentioned, the scope of this paper will 
be na.rrowed to focus on the concepts a.nd principles most 
specifically related to report la.nguage and a.ffecttve 
la.nguage, namely; syUJbolizatton, reality, referent a, denota-
tion, connota.tton, abstra.ction, generaTtzation, stereotype, 
judgment, inference, and the figura.ttve language of the 
simile and metaphor. 
The paper will emphasize the experimental use by one 
teacher of Mi sa Maynard 1 a Workbook in a Grade XI college pre-
paratory group of twenty-two students, although portions of 
the ma.tertal were used on a Grade XII college prepara.tory group 
and on a Grade XII general group. 
~ ., 
1/ 
Critical thinking may be defined as the mental opera.tton 
in wht ch a thinker uses one, several, or a.ll of the following 
abilities: (1) identifying a central· issue, (2) recognizing 
underly tng assumpt tons, ( 3) evaluating evidence or a.uthort ty, 
and (4) drawing warranted conclusions. 
Item (3) ts further subdivided into these abilities: 
a. to recognize stereotypes a.nd cliches 
b. to recognize bias and emotional factors 
c. to distinguish between essential a.nd incidental 
d. to distinguish between releva.nt and non-relevant 
e. to recognize the a.dequa.cy of da.ta 
f'. to determine whether fa.cts support a .. 
genera.lizat ion 
g .. to check consistency. 
General :Semantics. This term may be defined simply as the 
]/ 
"study of word meaning, or word-fact rela.t ton ship." One may 
prefer the more involved def'l.nttton given in 1950 by the Inter-
W 
na.tional Society for General Semantics. General semantics ts 
decla.red to be: "The study and improvement of human eva.luattve 
processes with special empha.sta on the rela.tton to signs a.nd 
symbols, including language. 11 
Report langua.ge. Jane Mayna.rd in the Introduction to 
i/Edgar Dale, lfTeachtng Critical Thinking," Educational Digest, 
TMay, 1959), 24:29. . 
gjRodney V. Everhart, "Why Not Teach Semantics?" Elementary 
English, (December, 1957), 34:548. 
3jM.M. Kendig, editor, General Semantics Bulletin, Institute of 
'General Semantics, La.keviiie •. donnecttcut lg~o n ,-A 
4 
her Workbook defines repo:rrt language as language that denotes; 
uthat is, primarily it 
objects (referents) in 
According to Cleveland 
refers to or points to phy steal 
1/ 
the phy si cal world. 11 
gj 
A. Thomas the word "Report u refers 
to ua statement wp.tch can be verified and which is free, or 
at least relet t vely free, of tnferenee, judgment, a.nd loaded 
terms. 11 
Affect 1. ve language. 11 Affective language t s that 
la.nguage which suggests or implies something in addition to 
3/ 
its pla.in. sense meantng:r Its purpose is to arouse emotion 
and in order to analyze it we must consider (1) the feeling 
of the communicator, ( 2) the tone used in expressing the 
4/ 
communication, and (3) the intention of the communicator. 
Denotation. S. I. Hayakawa gives us the definition of 
.21 
denotation as "extensional meaning11 of an utterance, or a 
]/Jane Lea Mayna.rd, A Workbook to DevelQ:Q_Ability to Dis-
tinguish Between Affective LanB!!§;ge a.nd Report Langua.ge, Un-
published Master's Thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1957, 
p.9. 
g/Cleveland A. Thomas,- "Semantic Concepts for Secondary 
School English, 11 English Journal, (Ma.rch, 1960), 49:189. 
l/ Jane Lea Maynard, .212. cit., p. 11 • 
.1/Hugh. Walpole, Semantics, W. W. Norton a.nd Company, Inc., 
NewYork, 1941, pp. 51-52 • 
.2/S. I. Ha.y akawa, Language in Thought and Action, Harcourt 
Brace and Compa.ny, New York, 1949, p .. 58. · 
5 
mea.ni.ng which can be explai.ned by pointing to something out-
side of the communicator. He indicates that if a word, like 
ncha.tr", is denota.ttve, the speaker cannot express tts mean;.. 
ing in additional words,- but can place his hand over his 
mouth and point to the 
1/ 
Connota.tton. H~jr,.s.ka:W§ declares that connotation ts 
"intensional mea.ning, 11 suggested inside one• s head, which 
must be expressed ~ uttering more words. If the speaker can 
place a hand over his eyes and experience the situation of 
having words spinning in his head, an uttera.nce is proba.bly 
connotative: 
Hayak's.ws' s test indicates that some utterance may have 
2/ 
both extensional and intenstona.l meaning. 
Reality. Reality may be defined as objects and events 
1/Loc. ctt. 
2/0p. cit. p. 59. 
6 
which are not to be considered as sta.ttc things but as a. 
1/ 
process ever-changing. 
Symbolization. This is the maktng of "anything that 
gj 
stands for or represents something else. tt 
Referents. These a.re the objects or situations to which 
2/ 
a word or label refers. 
Abstraction. This term will be defined according to 
idea.s suggested by Hakawaya. It is the process of mentally 
noting resembla.nces a,nd i.gnori~' differences between, or 
among, objects a.nd si tuat tons. 
Generalization. A genera,ltza.tion ts a proposition 
asserting something to be true either of all members of a 
2/ e Oerta.tn class or of an indeftnt te part of tha.t ola.ss. 
Judgment. A judgment t s the communi ca,t or 1 s a.pprova.l or 
§j 
disapproval of a subject. Semanticists a.ppeer to use the 
term in this restricted sense, for the most pa,rt, with an 
unfavorable connotation. 
1/Wendell Johnson, Peo~~ug~sr~, Harper and Brothers, 
NewYork, 1946, p. 498. 
gjF.A.Philbrick, Understanding English: An Introduction to 
Semantics, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1947, p. 22 • 
.2l'Stuart Chase, Th~ra.nny of Words, Harcourt, Brace and 
Company, New York, 1938. 
1/:Stii..-··Heyake:we., op. cit., p. 167. 
2/Edttorta.l Staff, American College Dtctiona.n:, Rsndom House; 
New York, 1955. 
§./S. I. He kaway a~ sm~h, p. 42. 
7 
~------------------------~~~ 
8 
Inference. June Maynard gives a traditional defi.nitton 
of inference as 11 a.n hypothesis or guess about the unknown 
11 
made on the basis of the knowne 11 
Simile. This term may be defined a.s a figure of 
speech that ma.kes a. comparison of two unlike objects with 
2/ 
like or as expressed. 
Metaphor. 11 A meta.phor is a.n implied comparison of un-
like objects. Metaphor does not employ ltk~ or ~· :2/ 
1/Jta.ne Lea Maynard, QQ.!.. ct t., p. 13. 
gjJ.O.Tressler, and Henry I. Christ, English tn Action, 
COurse 4, (Sixth Edition), D.O. Heath and Company, Boston, 
1955, p. 236. 
2/Loc. cit. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
11 
Specie.l Limi tat ton. Because James B. Phillips has con-" 
duct ed a. literature resea.rch in the f'teld of General Se-
ma.ntics which is brought up to 1955, a.nd Ja.ne Lea May-· 
gj ~. 
nard's extensive research in the sa.me field is brought 
up to June 1957, this writer re-tra.ced ground covered by 
Phillips a.nd Ma.ynard wJ;lere it was necessary to do so in< 
order to gra.sp the fundamental concepts in the subj.ect, 
f'a.milia.rity with the writings O·f' key figures in the fteld,-
such a.s .Alfred Korzybski, Stuart Chase, Wendell Johnson, 
S.I. HeyA.k8W't:l· These authorities, :natura.lly, referred to 
and analyzed the sta.tements of other writers in the field: 
O.K. Ogden and I.A. Richards, Irving Glicksburg, Cather-
ine Minteer; but some of these latter a.uthori ttes, pa.r-
ticula.rly Ogden and Rtchards,:were a.ccepted on secondary 
a.uthori ty. 
The idea of bringing Phillips and Maynard 1 s research 
up to date, to June 1960, .seemed to be more profitable 
YJa.mes B. Phillips, 11 Exercises- in General Semantics for 
Senior High School, 11 Unpublished Thesis, Boston University, 
Boston, 1955, 'i)p. 6-23. 
E_/Je.ne Lea Mayna.rd, ..Qlh_cit., pp. 15-72. 
9 
and origina.lly productive than to re-trace ground a~lrea~dY 
covered. Therefore, the focus of this search, though not 
its perimeter, we.s the question: What does the literature 
tn the field of education sa:y about crt tical thinking a.nd 
the teaching of sema.ntlcs tn the period starting with 
June 1957 a.nd closing at the end of June 1960'Z 
11 
Ret tarat ton of Importance of the Sub,ject. Everha.rt seems 
to have disttllea the underlying assumptions of some recent 
writers about the need to teach crtttca.l thinking and a. 
semantic approach to language. He writes that: 
11 
••• too ma.ny ·children and adults allow 
rote learning and -stereotype reasoning 
to dissipate the ability to arrive a.t 
sound conclusions. They often accept 
blindly c~rta.in ambiguous a.na.logies, 
fallacious assumptions a.nd opinions 
not predica.ted on facts, with little 
regard to objective evaluation. 11 
The difference in behavior of the person trained tn 
semantic thinking is empha.stzed by Edward Murray. Where th 
non-semantic-minded thinker is often in a. qu~tlde:r}' caused by 
blocked, distorted, or confused communtca.tions, the thinker 
disciplined in seme~ntics ca.n ask the right questions which 
will sta ..rt a eearch for the necessary facts. Having. tn 
ha.nd actual illustrations, instances and "first-order 
data, u such a person is tn a much better post tton to launch 
2:./ . 
important act ton. 
]]Rodney Everha.rt, op. cii~, p.548. 
Processes, 11 Ed~tton 
10 
Semantic Concepts Defined a.nd Evaluated. A definite contri-
but ton seems to have been made recently in t~ field of' 
semantics in an art tole by Cleveland Thomas. "Severa.l 
years" prior to publica.tion of' this article, Thomas .ha.d set 
up a. 1 tst ing of' 55 principles of' semantics. He a.sked " 41 
specialists in the tea.ching of' English" to rate these prin-
ciples in the order of their importa.nce to a teacher of 
English. Thomas declared that 11 75% or more of the 41 ra.ting 
specialists developed the following picture, a. va.lue judgment, 
on what constituted the most im£Q£tant semantic concepts, 
from an English teacher's point of view: 
(1) language ~nd symboltsm 
( 2) context 
( 3) metaphor 
(4) abstra.cttons 
(5) uses of the langua.ge 
gj 
New attempts to Cla>rify Mea>ning of "Crittcal Ree.cing. 11 The 
fa.ilure of educators to a.gree on a meaning for the term 
21 
"crittca.l reading" says Gertrude Willia.ms e~nd E. Elena 
4/ 
Sochor he.s been e~ serious obstacle to a. definite program 
];jClevelend ~nomas, 11 Sema.ntic Concepts for Secondary 
School English, 11Engltsh Journal (March, 1960), 49:186-191. 
Ylbid., p. 187 • 
..2/Gertrude Williams, 11 Provistons for Critica.l Reading in 
Basic Readers, 11 Elementary English (May, 1959), 36: 323-331. 
~/E. Elena· Sochor, "The Nature of Critica.l Reading, 11 Elementary 
English (Jtmua.ry, 1959), 36:47-58 
11 
for the improvement of critical reading. Williams found 
that in reader programs 11 what some writers listed as critical 
readin_g skills others designated as interpretive skills. In 
some oases literai comprehension skills were included as 
1/ 
ortttoal rea.ding· abilities. 11 In her own listing of seven 
~I 
skills whtoh comprise ·the oriti.oa.l reading ability, Williams 
11. st s 
11 tm) comparing and oont rast tng 
(2) predicting the outcome of events" 
categories which might not be considered a part of the 
listing of critical reading skills. 
This writer wonders why Willia.ms made a sepe.rate category 
out• of the term 11 ori.tioal thinking 11 when she was listing the 
separate reading skills found in an a.naly sis of 10 readers. 
Williams appears to have applied this label 11 oritioal thinkin-g" 
to describe testing material found in 1 out of 10 readers. 
Even lf the reader used the term, Williams' aooepta.noe of tt 
as ..Q~ of the categories under 11 ortttoal readingtt illustrates 
her point that there ts confUsion among the authorities. 
21 
Gray does not consider ortttoa.l reading and critical 
thinking two separate processes but illustrates that the two 
activities are one interlocking, inter-dependent process: 
As a good reader enga.ges in critical 
thinking he ••• first of all endeavors 
1/Gertrude Williams, op.oit., p. 327. 
2/_Ibid. , p. 328. 
3/ William S. Gray, "Interpreting Language: An Essential of 
Understanding," Monograph, National Council of Teachers of 
English, Appleton-Century-Crofts, I no., New York, 1954, p. 26. 
12 
• 
to understand clearly what the author 
has said before he expresses judgment 
concerning tt. This often calls for 
careful re-reading. Then comes a 
process of recalling everything he 
knows concerning these fa.ct s -- he 
may have· to exert considerable· effort 
to get other facts to confirm or 
refute the author's view. He must 
check aga.in the srundness of his 
conclusions. 
1/ 
Triggs• definition of "critical rea.ding" as a process 
that is "the interpretation of symbols" indicates that the 
critical thinking aspect is not separable from the reading 
aspect. Sochor's cr.rptic description of critical reading as 
2/ 
"going beyond what is stated, u-also indicates that critical 
thtnkin_g is a necess~ry part of critical reading • 
The definitions given by Trigg and Sochor for "critical 
reading" illustrating that this is intrinsica.lly bound up 
with the term 11 critical thinktng,11 also show that crittca.l 
reading (along with critica.l thinking) is not separable from 
sema.ntic processes either. (See the list of sema.ntic concepts 
compiled by Cleveland Thomas on p. 3 of' this oha.pt er.) 
Sochor, in another work, has gone :f'a.r beyond a de:f'tni t ton 
of' crtttca.l reading. Wherea.s Willia.ms simply listed certBin 
skills which she felt belonged in the critica.l thinking 
process, Sochor conducted a study that seems to ha.ve been 
1/ Frances Ora.ltnd Triggs, "Promoting Growth in Critical 
Rea.ding," Education Digest (September, 19~9) 25:42. 
gj E. Elena Sochor, "The Nature of Crtttcal Reading," 
.2.12· ctt., p. 48. 
13 
both intensive and wtde, tn an effort to isolate and label, 
wtth some precision, the tndtvtdual skills that comprise the 
11 
critical reading ability. Although Sochor limited her study 
to critical reading in the social studies, this does not 
appea.r to make her findings much less significant for the 
teacher of English. Sochor lists the following as eight of 
the more important sepa.rable skills of .crt tical reading: 
(1) sensing semantic variation 
among words 
( 2) distinguishing the central 
theme of a selection 
( 3) ma.king an inference· 
( 4) identifYing a generalization 
( 5) apply tng info rmat ton to a 
problem 
.(6) sensing the releva.ncy 
of ideas 
(7) det ermtning the rela.tionships 
among ideas 
(8) identity tng the author• s purpose 
Leit the rea.der assume ( 2), ( 3), and ( 5) above are carelessly 
listed and are mere literal comprehension skills masquerading 
, 
as critical reading skills, it ts necessary to note s·ochor 
is definite on this point in her third statement under 
17 E. Elena Sochor, "Literal and Critical Reading in Socta,l 
Studies," op. cit. 
14 
1/ 
General Conclusions: 
3. ·Individual critical .rea.ding compre• 
hanston skills appear to be relatively 
independent of the ability to comprehend 
liter~.lly in social studies. 
One must bale.nce this statement ~gainst the one made in 
~I 
her later article, published ~a.nua.ry, 1959, in which different 
phrasing changes the emphasis of her previous statement but 
does not contradict it. In her later article, Sochor declares 
that " ••• the relationship between litera.l and critical read-
ing, though substantial, is not· high enough to a.ssume they 
are the same abtli ty. 11 
Wtlliam s. Gray," in his description of the critical 
3/ . 
reading process, demonstrates tha.t literal comprehension 
sktJJls are both a necessary basts for crt tical rea.d tng perform~ 
ance and, occa.sionally, an inseparable part of the very pro-
cess of critical readip.g. Trigg states that cr~tica.l reading 
involves use of a.ll the lower level reading skills but demands 
4/ 
more. 
1/E. Ele;}a Sochor, 11Literal and Critical Rea.dtng tn Socta.l 
Studies, ~ cit., p • .53. 
_gjE. Elena Sochor, "The Nature of Critical Reading, 11 op. cit. 
p. 49. 
:2/ Williams. Gray, ~cit. p. 46. 
!Jj Frances Ora.ltnd Triggs, op. ctt., p. 44. 
15 
Roberta Green warns the English tea.cher against expecting 
too clear-cut a separation of the skills of critical rea.ding 
in practice, declaring that the fa.ctors in critical thinking 
. 1/ 
are numerous, overlapping, and inter-related. 
One critical thinking and reading ability not stressed 
by other writers is given full attention by ~gar Dale, who 
urges that English teachers implant in the minds of their 
students the habit of questioning statistics, and the habit 
of insisting that these be as capable of verification a.s 
though they were verba.l statements. nThey £student£ can lea.rn 
that sta.tistics a.re sometimes used the' way a drunk uses a 
~I la.mp-post, for support rather than illumination. 11 
In the literature of the pa.st three years attention has 
been given to the question, At what age, or on what educattona.l 
level, can the student absorb principles of crttica.l reading 
and semantics? 
3/ 
. Apparently, Lucia Pomeroy believes that fi ve-y ear-olds 
are not only capable of absorbing semantic ideas at the kinder-
garten level, but are actually doing so under the guidance of 
1/Roberta Green;- 11Tea.ching How Language Works," English Journa.l 
(Ja.nuary, 1958), 47:25. 
2/ Edga.r Dale, O:Q. cit., p. 31. 
1/ Lucia Pomeroy, "Semantics for the Scooter Set," 
Grade Teacher (October, 1959), . 41:18. 
16 
sensitive tea.chers. The author describes two situations in 
which the tea.cher has given such sema.nttc force to the sentence 
11 It was an accident u that the words permit good behavi aural 
.11 
adjustments. What Hay:a·ka:wa might term "symbolic strategies. 11 
One little girl spills milk, uses the semantically forceful 
sentence, and goes for a. sponge wt th no sense of embarra.ssment 
or fa.tlure. A boy who steps on his classmate 1 s ha.nd while 
both are on the jungle gym uses the same sentence a.nd is able 
to stifle the incipient rage of his victim before the tnctdent 
can amount to a serious disturba.nce. 
Tht s idea that sem€mt i c principles can be tnt roduced to 
students in the very first years of schooling is not new. 
?J 
William s. Gray had alrea.dy advocated this in a suggested 
lesson development of the story, 11The Little Red Hen, 11 in 
which he urged- teachers to use such quest ions as "Do you thtnk 
the Little Red Hen could rea.lly talk? 11 (checking the symbol of 
language against reality); "Is this a. true or a. ma.ke-belteve 
If ( t ) 11 story? checking aga.inst a. child s experience , and Why do 
you think so?" (forcing the youngster to support a judgment 
with evidence. 
2/ 
,· 
Betts reinforces the idea that kindergarten is not t 00. 
1/S.I. HajlaktWrA, .Q!2.ct!., p. 1415. 
,gjWilltam s. Gray,·.Q!2.cit., p. 26. 
3/Emmett A. Betts, "Rea.ding ts Thinking, n Educa.tion Dip::est, 
\Ma.y, 1959), 24:48. 
17 
soon for critica.l rea.dtng a.nd thinking a.nd declares that ma.ny 
kindergarten children learn to judge between ·highly relevant 
and totally irrelevant statements. 
The early introduction of a critical a.ttttude toward 
language should then be followed by a. refusa.l to accept 
"mere verba.li sm 11 a.t a.ny stage of the stucF'ent' s development; 
kindergarten, elementa.ry, intermediate, or secondary. The 
student should be required to think about ideas behind 
.Y 
langug'e rather t'han to a.ccept word manipulation. Note, too, 
Trigg Also advoca.tes continuing to stress critical read-
ing at. every level, as well· a.s cha.llenging each child to 
use whatever crt tical ability he ha.s. Roberta Green· ma.in-
tatns that no one of the concepts of crtttcal thinking is 
21 
beyond the ability of the high school student. 
Methodology. How should the English teacher proceed to 
tea.ch critical thinking a.nd semantic concepts? This question 
a.ppears in recent literature despite the fact thet writers 
have shown that a teacher may begin to present these idea.s 
in classroom si tuat tons in kindergarten and develop them 
while discussing tra.ditiona.l litera . ture materials such a.s 
''The Little Red Hen. 11 
1/Emmett A. Betts, o2.cit., p. 44. 
E./Frances Ora.lind Trigg, Ol?.cit.,p.44. 
)}Robert a Green, Ol?. cl t., p. 25. 
1S 
It seems to this writer that the question lying be-
neath the surft:.tce is whether an English tea.cher should set 
up a. regular program for tea.ching crttica.l reading (and 
thinking) and related semantic principles, or should one devel-
op the crt tical concepts wherever they seem to be a natural 
outgrowth of the reading comprehension, literature or 
composition work. 
Ethel Maney inststs that classroom teachers must re-
cognize the fa.ct that crtttcal reading ability is best devel-
1/ 
oped by providing specta.l tnstructton in each special skill. 
The incidental and accidental method of teaching 
crt t teal thinking wa.s crt ttcized by Edgar Da.le who advanced 
the opinion that thts method of teaching was the reason 
why the frequently epproved 'goal of critical thinking wa.s 
v 
so inadequately realized. 
Dale, although disapproving any inctdental unplanned 
manner of presenting critical a.nd semantic methods of deal-
ing with la.nguage, does approve of strengthening the student • s· 
reception of critical and semantic principles by letting 
these principles guide the way in which a. museum tour is 
planned, or a mathematics lesson is taught, or a. school 
elect ion run. This fanning out of the operation would enlist 
]]Ethel S. Maney, "Literal and Critical Reading in Science, 11 
Journa.lof E:KQerimental Education, 26:62. 
g;'Edgar Dale, op_.ctt., p. 29. 
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f 
the support of tea.chers in other subject <H'ields than English~ 
Not only does Virginia Durham maintp in that teachers, 
particularly those on the secondary level, must pla~n to 
teach semantic principles as a separate content division 
of English, but she gives what amounts to an exhibition y 
1/ 
lesson for tea.chtng the concept of symbolism. She a.lso gives 
some helpful suggestions about handling the idea of abstract 
generaltza~t ion. 
That specialists in Social Studies, Mathema.ttcs and the 
Sciences should share the English teacher's responsibility 
f'or tea.chl.ng meaning is a.lso maintained by Roberta Green 
who says that the idea.s in crttica.l thinking are not learned 
in t!sola.tton but need to be absorbed into every subject 
2/ 
field taught .. 
Sochor declares that critical-rea.ding-skills tests 
of subjects other than English Should be inserted in the 
1/ 
content areas even at the elementary school level. 
These current instances remind the wrl. ter of 1BlsYQ!Jlt'§W't$ 1 g. 
observa.tion in 1949 that 11 sema.ntic insight" has already 
come from all sorts of a i sctpl ines, "not only from linguist 1. cs, 
j]Edgar Dale, op. ei t., p. 29. 
g/Virglnia Durham, "A Semantic .Approa.ch to High School 
English, 11 Clearing House, (Janua.ry, 1958), 32:273-76. 
~Rff6etita Green, ~cit., p. 25. 
1/E. Ele~a. Sochor, uLi teral and Crt t teal Rea.d tng in Social 
Studies, ~11., p.54. 
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philosophy, psychology, and cultural anthropology, but also 
f'rom a.tt\ tude research and public opinion study·, from new 
techniques tn psy ohotherapy t from physiology and neurology t 
1/ 
f'rom ma.thematical btophy sics a.nd cybernetics. 
One article discovered describes a method whereby the 
'work done by the English t ea.cher and other subject tea.ohers 
can be supplemented. Ellen Lamar Thomas gives a word pic-
ture of the "critica.l reading laboratory 11 in her high school 
center. Although the laboratory is said to be 11 simila.r in 
appearance to commercially -prepared reading laboratories" 
the pla.n seems simple, the results colorfUl and attention-
getting. The ver.r captions above specific sections, which 
conta.in bright-hued packets filled with samples of writings 
tha.t violate the principles of sound thinking, comprise tn 
2/ 
gyestion form a list of critical reading concepts; for 
example, "Does this writer speak with authority?" "Wha.t 
kind of evidence would you require? u or 11Who would want you 
to believe this?" There could be such a. labora.tocy in the 
corner of the English classroom. 
Perspective in Semantics. A f'ew negative idea.s were noted tn 
the research of recent literature. 
Terry Hawkes replied tn a. succinct and deftnt t e ma.nner 
to B. Guyer, who tried to apply the principles of sema.nttcs 
1/S. I. Hay a.ka.wa, :2.12.!. ct t., vi. 
2/Ellen Lama.r Tho'9la.s, "A Cr~ ttca.l Rea.dtng Laboratory," 
Educat ton Digest _lMa:v 1Q6() 1 ~s • 4t:;-47 
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e· to problems in linguistics, that linguistics scientists had 
founcf it "the height of folly to a.ttempt the juxtaposition 
of meaning end structure, except on a very advanced level 
11 (which has yet to be rea.ched). 11 
This feeling that semantics does not improve everything 
is probably a healthy reaction to the extreme views of some 
enthusiasts like Korzybski, Ogdem, Chase, and Hogben. (As 
far as this writer has read, Hay~e.kswa seems to have distin-
guished himself by the moderation of his zeal~ These author-
ities, if read closely, have views extreme enough tcr dismiss 
most law, philosophy, religion, even logie, as nonsense, 
on the theory that these have no denotative basis, or demon-
E./ 
-strable reality. Ellen Lamar Thomas evidently feels tt ne-
cessa.cy to warn tea.chers against an extremist viewpoint, say-
ing that "we shall profit little if we lea.ve our. student$ 
with questions substituted for convictions, 11 letting them 
develop the attitude that there is little tha.t is true or 
believable in the world. 
Aga.in, Bergen E±ans, in his a.rtivle on the word 
1 sementics 11 chides some devotees for carrying the symbolization 
21 
idea.s to unbee.ra.ble lengths. 
Wha.t seems to be another warning reminder to sema.nttcists 
1/T.erry Hawkes, -rrLinguistics and the Teaching of English, 11 
College English, (April, 1959), 20:372. 
g1 Ellem Lamar Thomas, op.cit.,p. 47. 
3/Bergen Evans, and Cornelia Evans, A Dictionarv of Contempora-
ry_ American Usa~e. Random.House. New Yorkm lY"1'f nn.4'5Y-<+0 
--
11 
comes from Clevel-and Thomes that the words "report 
language, 11 nemoti.ve or affective, 11 must not become 
moral classifice.tions ttgood" or 11bad. 11 Report lenguege 
ca.n pass on false informatlon a.nd affective language 
may include the 11 sublime majesty of Pa.radi.se Lost, 11 that 
classroom teachers.must permit students to remember t:he,t 
honest a.nd effective users of the language can a.chieve y 
"mira.cles." 
Summary. Recent literat.U.re in the fields of critice·l 
rea.ding, crt tica.l thinking, a.nd semantics continues to 
stress the importance of these subj~cts and to declare that 
materials for classroom use are scarce .. 
Good literal comprehension rea.ding is generally con-
sidered a. prerequisite of critical reading. Its skills 
should not be confused with crt ttoail:. reaCiing skills al-
though there are a few categories under each of the two 
types of reading ability which seem either overlapping 
or very ·closely related. 
The critical thinking process cannot be separa.tea 
from the crt tical reading process, which is made up of 
skills that ca.n be la.beled with some distinctness. 
The ma.jori ty of current writers in the field ap(Jee r 
to think tha.t the separate skills of critical reading 
1/Clevela.nd Thomas, op. ct t., p. 191. 
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should be taught and tested for by a.ll subject teachers. 
Two writers elaborate on helpful classroom techniqu~s; 
one writer describes a crittca.l reading laboratory. 
Semarit tcs is not necessarily a cure-all for the special 
problems arising in the field of linguistics. Semantics 
should not lea.ve students tn a. state of total skepticism, 
nor should it be over-atressed to the point where desirable 
creative thinking is stultified. 
While the abuses and dangers of affective language 
must be pointed out to the student, the term ttaffective 
language 11 should not acquire an unfe.vorable connotation. 
Teachers and students must remember its ennobling and 
inspirational power. 
,.· 
OH.APTER III 
.ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The Po:Qula.t ion. 
The group primarily considered in the da.t a. was a Grade XI 
college preparatory division of' a suburban high school. There 
were 22 students in the group, ranging in. chronological age 
from 16-1 years to 17 years of' .age. 11Intelligence" quotients 
for the group were ta.ken· from scores achieved on the New 
' 1/ 
California Teat of Mental Maturtt:y. Sco.res ra.nge from 92 to 
128. In a discussion of' these scores with the guidance 
director of' the school, the writer learned that the director 
felt scores on the test in question uran low"' and thi a state-
ment is in a.ccord with the writer's opinion concerning the 
mental capacity of the group. 
Portions of' the workbook exercises were tried out on 
a Gra.de XII college preparatory cla.ss by the writer. The 
time appeared to be well-spent but no data were kept on this 
group because time devoted to the work did not warrant it. 
Sections of th.e workbook and a few sections of the Test 
were tried out on a. Gra.de XII gene re.l group. Data were kept 
on this group but have not been included. The group we.s so 
' . 
. large that cla.ssroom discussion was necessarily limited and 
absence in·the group we.s frequent ~nd scattered. 
l/Eltzabeth T .• ·Sullivan, Willis W. Clark, e.nd Ernest Tiegs, 
~ N~W California Test of Menta.l Maturtty, CEtltforn1.a Test Bureau, 
·Los Ang·eles, 19~ 
,. 
2 5 .~ 
Tlie table on page 27 includes chronological age a.nd 
mental age :ror each of' the 22 students in the Grade XI 
college pr~paratory group and perf'ormances on stx sections 
of the Test. 
Interpretation of Data. 
In Sections IIA and IIB the lea.st number of' errors is 
0; the grea.test is 1. In Sections II C and II D the least 
number of errors is still o, but in II C the greatest number 
of' erro~s is 4 while the maximum number in IID is 10. 
Least number of errors in Secti·on III is one and the 
greatest number is 5. Section III also shows a pattern of' 
recurring error for numbers 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, and 10. 
Me~tng. 
Students performed best on Section I (Symbolization), 
Section II C (Connotations in single words), Section II A 
(Ref'erents), a.nd II C (Connota.tton tn sta.tement form) . 
.Perf'ormance on Sections II B a.nd Section III does not 
appear to be so good but may, in fa,ct, have been so good 
tha.t ambtgutttes tn certain of' the Test items were highl·tghted, 
Analysts of the troublesome items has been included in the 
"Analy sts 11 ·sect ton. 
Results on II D were poor, (an out come probably due in 
part to an unexpected blending of'· the ideas of Abstraction 
' 
and Connotation, a matter which wilr be ta.ken up at greater 
·e length in the Analysts. 
--
~ 
e. 
Stu ent 
c.A. 
# 1. 16.:...3 
2. 17 
3. 16">1 
4. 16.-.9 
5. 16w5 
6. 16-1 
7. 16.7 
8. 16._2 
9. 16.3 
. 
10 .... 16 .. 2 
11;· 16.1_ 
12. 17 .. 0. 
13. . J..7.~1 
14. 16.8 
15. 16.4 
_16. 16~8 
17. 1q.2 
_18. 16.9 
19. 6~1 
29. 
?1. 
22. 16.5 
--. - -
.. 
M.A. _ 
113 
102 
110 
116 
128_ 
104 
113 
1!MI.IARY OF ERROj:lscJE BY . 
RADE XI COLLEGI!: PREPARATPRY GROUP~ 
N: SIP.NIFIPANT SECTIONS 0~ TES~'~ 
Seat ions 
I IIA IIB 
* 
3 2 8 
... 3 g .... 7 .. 
- ... 4 ~ . - . 
3 
3 
. - :.L-- .. l __ .. 
3 . __ 3_. 
2 3 
IIG IID 
2 5 
. --. ..3 .... 
2 ..... 9 
--~- ... 3 - __ 9 --
.. + _2. - ... 8 -
2 8 
--------- ~---· ------ . - .. 
3 1 4 ..... - - -3__ - .9 . 
Seat ion 
III 
if!. 
1,2 
1,8,10 
1,8,10 
.1, 2, 9 
.1,8 
1,4,5,7, 0 
.... 
-~g4-_ _ _ ____ .3 .. __ 4 ____ --~ ____________ 4 .. .abs. •. __ . abs. 
119 3 2 4 4 7 0 
··- -- -- ...... ··--- ... ·• ------ -- --.-- ~- -- ·- ·- -·---·-- .. . 
. 113 ... ---- _ _2 ___ .":"'.. .. _.3 .... ------ ___ 2- 2 
1_02 ... -- _.3 _____ 2 __ f-..0. .. ~----~-----2.- .. .4... ---~,-2, ,10 
~09 .. ________ abs .. abs_,._ abs ... ____ ____2 __ ._a __ -_ - 1,2,&, 10 
11_?_. --·· _..._ _____ 6_ ·- } ___ _: :_ _____ .. _3__ .10. .. - -- .. 2 
110 2 1.__- ------ -f---9 - - _§ ___ - -- ·- '19 
92 ·3 abs. 0 6 
-- --·---- -- ---- --- -- --~-- ---------- ~ ------ ----- ----- ---------
913 . _3- --f--9 ... __ · --4 -- - ---- --~ - ·- 9 -+-- .. 
110 ""'- _ 2. ____ 2_· ______ 3. ___ 1----- ~b.JI .• ~_ap§.,. ··---· 
106 . - ·--- ~- .. -- -~- _s __ ... --- - ... 3.. . 5- ... ----- -
94 -~- ·- __ 5__ .... 9' .... --~--- __ 0 ____ 9_ ·- .. ----
199 ______ -3---- 2 __ . o __ .. __ -~----4--- --0--- 0 
~1:3_ - 3 2 0 .. - -- ---~- --· 9 -- . - ... _1, 5, 0 
112 0 4 0 3 6 1 3 4 5 6 
···- .J ... J , _, . 
- ·- ---. ------ f-- _ ... ----- ·-- ---·---- ·-· --·-!-· --
* - Col na p es.en1. the numbEr of- the-;1 tem- t!hat 
_ Rema ning Qol a_ g1 "tA:e. toJ aL.nt~ber of. ei rors- for 
error.-
• 
I 
f 
1- . 
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Analysis. 1/ 
In Question II A, three students could not attempt te 
tell whether No. 9, npeony 11 was denotative or connot~:ttive­
beca.use they did not know wha.t a peony was. This suggests 
that a word which does not seem to present a vocabulary 
problem to the testmaker, ma~ present such a barrier to the 
student that he ts unable to display the higher dtscrtmin-
a.ttng power because a·lower-level reading skill presents a 
problem. 
There seemed to be no discernible pattern of error tn 
Quest ton II A, the- a.vera.ge number of errors being 2. No 
student agreed entirely wtth the key; and one student had 
but a single error. 
~uesti-on II A. Some responses give evidence that dtscrtmi-
na.tton between spectflc and connotattve ts more dtfftcult 
for students who are highly recept~ve to tenets of creattye 
wrtting. For all pteces of. creative writing in the course 
of the year _the writer has given no more than 3 A's a.nd 
10 A-'s. The four lowest scorers have been the recipients 
of 5 of these high grades. Three of these lowest scorers 
have received an A grade for one term. 
This fact caused the writer to examtne certain items· 
tn II A aga.tn. 
Why a td -a. student not think the words "Mr. Wt llia.m 
Channing" denotative? .Answer sugr-_>:ested: There could be in 
the world of rea.li ty, a number of Mr. Will tam Channtngs. 
1/See Appendix III, p. 81. 
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Why d td ·not one boy, a 11High Honor" student consider 
No. 8, ttpencil 11 denotative? Suggeeted answer: He is con-
fused by another semantic idea: the generic term versus the 
specific term. It cannot be denied that while 11pencil" is 
a concrete term, as contrasted with "writing instrument 11 , 
still tt is far from specific as to what kind, whose, etc. 
Probably clearer teaching is needed to keep the student from 
confusing two sema.ntic concepts which have much in common, 
i.e., denota.t i ve and specific> from being eonsi.dered synon-
omous. Actually,- in this instance, the testma.ker might 
solve the difficulty by putting in "Scriptowrl ter 11 until the 
student grins more practice in the nuances of answering a 
question like the above. 
Another student who has seemed quick to lea.rn in the 
class did not.thi.nk No.1., "an orengeu denotative. Upon 
reflection, it does seem that the prefix surrounds the term 
wi. th such vagueness that the student would feel inht bfted 
against checking 1 t as "denotat t ve. 11 It might be well for 
the testmaker to avoitd placing a.nj' indefinite articles 
before words she wishes the student to check as denotative. 
After all, in the c_~assroom, tt is difficult to teach the 
meaning of denota.tion without using "specific" or ttdefintte 11 
as a synonym for denotative. uAn ora.nge-11 hardly seems, 
to a student, to be a definite-or specific idea. Perhaps 
a change in the directions, forcing the student to check 
29 
e· nconnotative" if he does not choose ndenotativeu might 
show him that 11denotative 11 is here used to mean a. word 
which is non-connotative. 
Summary of Observations on Question II A. 
1. Seemingly, ordinary words like upeony.11 ca.n 
present a meaning problem that prohibits 
the practice of the higher-level discrimina-
tory skill. · 
2. There c~m be ·considerable d 1. sagreement 
about whether an item ts denotative or 
connotative. Such items must be scrutin-
ized by persons other tha.n the testmaker 
·so that the number of.disputable items 
cen be reduced. 
3. There is a.pt to be a. confusion of the 
ideas "general" and ."specific" with the 
ideas cannot a.t tve a.nd denotative. Di :rec-
ti on a which ask th'e student to check the 
words that are "denota.tive" should be 
avoided. Force.the student to check the 
word as 11 connota.tive 11 if he :rejects 
:'denotative" for a specific .ttem. This 
might clear up some tdea.s in the testma.ker 1 s 
mind, too. 
4. The powerful precept of the semanticist 
~hat "no two things are identical tn the 
world of reality'' can be ap-plied by the 
student in the denotat t ve-or connota.ti ve 
t.est section so that he refuses to 
cla.ssify ttems like 11Mr. Willta.m Channtngu 
as 11denota.tive. 11 Again, themechantes of 
directions might come to the testma.ker! s 
aid. Force the· student to check such 
a.n 1. tern as "con nota t 1. ve 11 if he :rejects 
1. t as 11denota ti ve. 11 
1"\ _l;:" d t t t d t t i :g,Uestton II B. When force o selec be .ween eno .a. ve or 
connota.tive one student scored 100%; two others had only 
1 error. Lowest scores. were proba.bly due to having missed 
1/See Appendix III, pp. 81-82. 
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the class explanation because of absence. ·The medtan 
number of errors was 3.5 from 12 items. 
It could be significant that students who. often 
scored high in objective-type tests on difficult content 
ha.d a tendency t 0 ha.ve as their three errors numbers 1, 6' 
and 8; Le., "education, II rtndependence, fl and 11 taxation. tl 
9tuepy: Does the "good" student 1 s ability to grasp ebstra.ct 
generellzattons tend to convince-him that the abstractions, 
which he me.y understand better than the "poorer" student, 
are denotative, or definite? Students ma.y need to heed 
Ha:taka.wa's warnin-g that one must never permit himself to 
take a fixed position on any run~ of the "a.bstraction lad-
. 1/ 
der'' ;even on the highest level.- Nor should a tea.cher 
allow a student. to feel tha-t because he understands a. 
high-level abstract ion, thts comprehens.t on makes the 
Some form of Hat..akaw-~ 1 s uladder abstraction denotative. 
2/ 
of abstraction 11- should.be put on the board. In fact, 
--
another time, this writer would put a double form of his 
---21' 
"ladder of abet ract ion" on the board. (See .Append tx) • 
.Another tea.chtng device might explain to the student 
that although a.n a.bst ract ion is reasonably well understood, 
it, the abstra.ctton, cannot be specific. If asked to take 
ys.I. Hayak~y;a., o12.cit., p. 178. 
£/Ibid, .P• 168. 
2./ .Append tees I and .II • 
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a picture of 11 educatton 11 or 11 independenae 11 could you 
settle definitely on· a. photograph that would give us a 
picture of 11educationn or 11 ta.xa.tion? 11 You could show a 
kindergarten class coloring pictures, sma.ll boys watching 
a construction gang in the street, or a man reading a book, 
but you could not take a. picture of "education"; this ·word 
is faceless and formless. You can show a driver paying 
for gasoline at a station; stopping to pay a toll; a pic-
ture of a check with the tax deduction column filled tn; . 
but utaxationtl is faceless and fo.rmless until :you descend 
the ladder of abstraction. 
Part II c. Could students distinguish sufficient~y be-
tween. re:p,ort and a~f'fective langua.ge to tell whether a word 
had an "Unfavorable 11 or "Neut ralu or uFavorable" connota-
1/ 
tton. 
~ested Mechanical Revision: Place "Favorable n in the 
fir_st column, "Unfe.vore.ble u in the second column and 
"Neutral" tn the third. In the first exercise in the 
Workbook the development of these related ideas (p. 137) 
ste:bts with 11Neutra.l 11 and goes on to "Favorable, n then 
"Unfavorable. 11 The- Workbo'ok quizzes on the material a.re 
set up in three columns, i.e., 
·Favorable 
Conn ot at i. on 
1. · . artLst 
Neutra.l 
Denotation 
actor 
1/See Appendix III, pp. 82-83. 
Unfavorable 
Connota.t i. on 
"ham 11 
32 , 
·,!t 
It ts suggested that this order, plus the wora "connota.-
t ton 11 under nFavo·rable u a,nd 11Unfavorabl~ 11 ana the word 
11 denotation 11 under "Neutralu woula be a. lttt~e easter on 
the students, for the first test on the material. Note 
. 1/ . 
that -Section IV of the test whic'.Q. includes the same type 
material, but tn a harder test because tt ts in sentence 
form, preserves the order of thought tnculcatea ln the 
Workbook exercises •. Perha.ps some would sa.y that it ts a 
better test tf students are forced to re-a.rra.nge the con-
cepts for themselves. However, this writer a.avocate~ 
changing the order tn Section II C to correspond with the 
Workbook order of tea.chtng because Section II C is the 
ftrst test on the materta.l and should nqt be made too 
difficult. 
The writer further a.dvocates keeping Section IV 
questions and hea.d tngs tn the Workbook order because it 
is a more difficult test on euch material. 
Two sections come between II::c and IV and the writer 
wonders if the placement of them ts a,dva.ntageous for 
these reasons: 
1. Both sections break into the testing of 
Fa.vorable-Un fa.vorable-Neut ral d i scrtminat ion. 
2. Sectton III ts irritating for the teacher 
who does not like to "trtck 11 stuaents. 
Students are asked whether certain state-
ments "Report 11 or convey 11 Feel tng 11 ; i.e., 
whether the writer is giving a factual or 
a.n emotional communica.tion. But there ts 
l(See Appendix III, pp. 84-87. 
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a middle column the student is asked to 
check,- "U" for 11Uncerta.tn",- if he feels 
indecisive about whether the writer used 
report language or affective la.nguage. 
In the Key no answers are labelled as 
uuncertain. 11 All are either Report or 
Feeling. The student ts allowed to 
va.ctllate. When he does, the answer is 
marked incorrect and the student penalized. 
Another aspect in the examination of.Section II C ts 
the quest ton of the va.lidi ty of 4, or approximately 215% 
of the i terns: 
"3. boostn,- is listed as "Unfavorable." 
This writer feels the context 
to be 11 Favora.ble 11 particularly 
in light of polio "booster" 
shots, and 11 boosters 11 for Boy 
Scouts, or Girls Scouts, etc. 
118. a.mbttion, u..; This writer might not answer 
nFavorable," Caesar, Napoleon, 
Hitler, etc. 
119. quiet,"- ts listed in the"Favora.ble 11 
group in the answer key. 
What of the nervous 11quiet tt 
before battle; hospital "qutet 11 ; 
the sudden 11 quiet 11 of a two-
year old tn the next room; the 
cowardly ttqutet 11 of those who 
should spea.k up? 
1110. to bargain with"- is listed a.s "Unfa,v-
ora.ble11 in· answer. In these 
days when it is compulsory 
under law for union and man-
a.gement to bargain, 11Unfa.vor-
able11 ~s a. questt onable an-
swer• the words "to ba.rga. in 
wt th t, have a fa.vora.ble conn o-
tation a.mong lawyers settling 
claims. 
tt15. to lobby, 11 - This ·word wa.s unknown 
to eleven students. 
Ma.yne.rd lists it e,s 
nUn faVorable II; the CUr-
rent interpretation 
might very well be fa.vor-
able. A lobbyist ts simply 
a propagandist a.nd his at m 
is the deciding factor in 
his respectability today! 
It is recommended tha.t these four items be dropped, 
revised or their answers not counted in the scores. 
Actually these four questions could be molded into 
a teaching device to show tha.t the connota,tton of some 
words is highly subjective. Some individuals who think 
along certain lines, or have specta.l subject leanings, or 
subject knowledges would be a.ble to argue over whether 
a word was Favorable, UnfavorEtble, or Neutral in connote-
tion. The idea. that connotation differs a.mong individuals 
might then be reinforced. 
Number 14 in II C 11to decora.te" was responsible for 
eight errors. These students chose the connotation 
tiNeutral. n "To decorate" ts listed as 11 Favorable 11 in the 
key. Of course, to students with a strong Latin back-
ground the verb 11 decoro" means to "make beauti ful"but 
over half of the members of this class had dropped Latin. 
They mEty have been thinking of a. sentence such a.s: 
"The walls were decorated with coarse ca.rtoons and foul 
language. 11 in which the fa.tntly satirtca.l use of ~ecorate 
~5'·.' ,.,. 
is forgotten as decorate takes on the connotation of its 
context. The students, obviously, knew that 11 to decorate 11 
can have a. fa.vora.ble meaning,- sometimes. 
If one did not count the errors in Numbers 3,8, 9, 
and 10 in Section II C, but did count the error on Num-
ber 14, ut o de co rate, u the average number of errors would 
be reduced to 2; four students would score 100%; three 
would score 93%. Then the avera.ge score in this test for 
distinguishing Favorable and Unfavorable connotation 
would be 86.6%. This figure, it is felt, could be ra.tsed 
even higher by additional cla.ssroom practice •. 
1/ 
Section II n.· This section, II D, had to be merely a. pre-
test. The scores showed an average of only 43. 3%. The 
~ppearance of this section, which is very difficult, at 
this point, seems to disturb the students. In it they are 
asked to indicate whether a question is a. 11non-sense 11 
question or "one that can be answered in report language. n 
Some were so confused at this point tha.t they were given 
permission to omit this question and go on to Section III. 
Some of the difficulties encountered with this section 
may be due to the difficulty of this material. This teach-
er felt tha.t the Workbook's Exercise 7, "Words Without 
Referents 11 , pp. 125--129, was badly placed in the book as 
was the following exercise, Number 8, "Cha.nge of J.VIea.ning 
with Time a.nd Place, 11 pp. 130-133; both interrupted ideas 
1/See Appendix III, p. 83. 
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associated wt th, denota.t ion and connotat ton. The tea.cher 
understands that Mtss Mayna.rd was following a. logica.l 
sequence, one followed by Haysire:wa. 
An abstraction, howe~er, is too faceless and formless 
to have a denotation and so questi-ons like "What is truth?" 
11Wha.t 1. s art? 11 can never be answered in report langua.ge. 
The student must link up denotation and a.bst ra.ct ion at 
sometime but one asks,- Must it be before he has· reviewed 
and deepened his ideas about denotat ton-connotat ton? 
It is sometimes a waste of time for a teacher to 
sptra.l back. Let the idea. of denota.tton-connota.tton and 
report -a.ffect i ve settle. Ther.ea.fter, one may go back a,nd 
review 11demotative 11 and suggest that it has another link-
up than with connotation! . Then tnt reduce the idea of 
questions that are abstract ions; eliot t reasons why they 
appea.r vague, develop the idea. tha.t the va.gueness, the 
abstraction, comes from a.n inability 'bf the abstrac.tion 
to denote a.nyi;hing in the world of reality, of concrete"'" 
ness; then show that 11abstract" can be the opposite of 
. "'. 
ndenotative" just as "conno-tative" was,·but in another 
sense. 
If this idea. seems tncomprehensi ble you .might suggest 
that ju-st as "one 11 .a.nd "many" can be opposite ideas, so 
can "one" and unone. 11 As umany u ·and "none 11 are in no way 
synonomous but each can b~ opposite to "one", "connotative'' 
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and "abstract'' although not synonomous to each other, 
can both be op-posite idea.s to 11denota.t i ve. 11 
It is to be noted that Section IV avoids the 11trick-
the-studentn implica:ttons of Section III by having 2 of 
the 16 items contain passages which the Key terms nNeu-
tra>l, 11 thereby justify tng the framing os each question 
in the Favora.ble-Unfa.vorable-Neutral frame. However, one 
of the two "Neutra.ls, 11 No. 8 is hardly a clear 11Neutrel. 11 
Seven students ha.d trouble with the item. This writer 
tried the question on three a.dult s, all on a post -college 
level. To 'the quest ton which rea.d: 
11 
___ 8. Kefauver strikes a .!'folksey 11 tone in 
his speeches. 
The writer's attitude toward Kefauver 
is: 
a. Favoreble 
·b. Unfavore>ble 
c. Neutral 
there were three different responses. The first chose 
,neutra.l saying tha.t the choice wa.s made because the indi-
vidual was doubtful whether it was fa.vorable or un favor-
able. The second person replied 11 favorableu (the Key 
answer), because 11 folksey" mea.nt "Mid-western, avera.ge 
people, the common-ma.n"; an ord tna.ry Amertcan. The third 
sa.id the answer would be 11unfa.vora.blen since the 'IW'Il:'t ter 
sounds as though he ts 11 looking down" on Kefauver; analyzing 
him like some laboratory specimen; that the writer's 
attitude was also a 11 seeing-through- his-pi. tch 11 superior-
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• better-than-thou feeling, which was not an approving or 
friendly attitude, and was most closely related to the 
term nunfavorable.n 
Item No. 8 presents rather vividly the difftculties 
entailed in teaching discrimination between report and 
affe~ive language. 
1/ 
Section V~ Tfiis section was used as a pre-test only. The 
students did very poorly on it. It is suggested that its 
difficulty. has little to do with vocabulary and much to do 
with the fact that a combination o~ several concepts of 
critical thinking in one short test item can be dealt with 
only ~f the student has a strong grasp on each concept and a 
mental outline of the relationship of the concepts to each 
other. The writer feels that giving additional time to each 
concept and reorganizing t~e over-all sequence of development 
of concepts, as suggested, will bring students up to a point 
where they can handle a question like questions in Part V~ 
Section VI. ~- Again, the difficulties in this section were 
not those of vocabulary, but arose from the tight combination 
of concepts in each brief selection. 
Section VII.-- This material was comparatively easy for the 
group. The teacher relates this fact to the highly naadable 
presentation of the material on nGeneralizing" in the workbook 
section which was taught just before th~ work on nstereotypett 
which makes up another interesti~g, even enjoyabl~section. 
l/See Appendtx III, pp. 87-90. 
I 
• 
VIII. The writer suggests that having Part A, Part B, and 
a Part (a) and Part (b) of Part B·is confusing in alas.-s 
discussion and in working with a correcting key. Part A 
. . 
is easily separated from Part B'of which the author might· 
make just one, undivided question. 
However., since Part B''is now two se_ctiori~, it is 
necessary to talk of its section (a) and (b). Section (a) 
provided no real difficulty for students but its accompanyi~g 
section(J-) became very taxing to these Grade XI students 
after Item 4-. 
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Stimmary of Vocabulary Diffieultie.B 
in Test 
Section 
IU,-' 
IIB 
II<t 
III 
IW 
v 
VI (us_ed only as 
pre=test) 
VII 
" 
n 
VIII(Wot used in 
this unit) 
--
peony 
· liberalism 
lobby 
left ... wing 
grilled 
phonies 
eo needed 
aorall1ng 
"folksy ... 
. stalked 
ga"Ve impetus 
neoclassical· 
unionism 
miniature ~hunaer when he fled 
(eontext insufficient 
to show whether adjective 
or noun) 
4:1 
-~~-----
.. 
CHAPTER 'JN 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
~§production of Mat'erial. 
The writer recommends that any teacher who intends to 
try ouT the exercises in Miss Maynardts workbook should 
mimeograph for the students the sections on Generalization, 
Stereotype, Judgment and Inference, a.s well as copies of 
reading ladders t'o illustrat;e the section on Aostre.ct-ion. 
It' also seems me.ndatory to run· off copies of either Miss 
Maynard's material on Symbolization or some of this material 
with the teacher's revisions and his own personalized tntrow 
duct ton. It is advisable to do sufficient research on the 
topic of Symbolization to enable the teacher to give a 
simple but lucid lesson on the subject • 
Sequence Problems in the Workbook. 
The writer advises that the section on overwreacting to 
symbolic language, pp. 109-111, be omitted from the lessons 
on s.Ymboltzation until English teachers are given more ttme 
than most of them have now. Tlie writer would ta.ke up the 
denota.tionwreferent material tmmedt'ately a.fter the first work 
on Symbolization. 
It is also suggested that the denotation a.nd referent 
ideas be developed slowly and thoroughly and that the teacher 
then proceed tmmedia.tely to the matertal on connotation 
and teach the coupled ideas of denota.tion and connota.tion 
so that the two major uses of denotation in critical 
thinking can be eQmpa~ed and confusion on the test avoided •. 
One wonders whether the section on 11Words Wtthout 
Referents, 11 Exerctse 7 in !'art I is properly placed. This 
section and its companion material usense .... Non-Sense" seems 
to be rela.ted to a full development of the idea of the 
referent and should therefore follow Exercise 4 ; in fact, 
it should be pa.rt of the first unit • 
At first the writer was very much confused by the 
placement of Exercise 5, "Context, 11 directly after denotation-
referent and was forced to neglect the materia.l. The writer 
now thinks that this section might be brought tn very 
conveniently much later, aft'er the teacher has presented the 
second use of denotation (as an opposite to connotation). 
A real advantage might accrue from the placement of the 
"context 11 concept after "connotation. 11 
Also, this writer does not feel that Exercise 6 on 
11Abst ract tons" comes in the best sequence, placed as it is 
between Exercise 5 on "Context 11 and Exercise 7 on "Words 
Without Referents." It would seem tha.t the ma.terial on 
abstractions should be placed with material far ahead, on 
p.l89 in the workbook which is the section dealing with 
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"Generalizing. 11 Another section this writer feels should 
be placed with "Generalizing" in Part IV is the sect ion on 
"Stereotype" which finishes Part III. nstereotype1 is not 
vary much saparat ad from "Generalizing·" insofar as the number 
of pages between· them is considered, but concluding Part III 
with "Stereotype" and beginning Part IV with 11General1.zing" 
makes the two concepts appear to be unrelated. Some logical 
re-arrangement of the ma.teria.l on these three major ideas 
is necessary. One might use 
Abstraction (the basts for generalization) 
Generalization (the result of abstraction) 
Stereotype (~ result of generalization) 
Another workable order might be 
Generalization 
Ab st ract ion 
Stereotype 
since one might maintain successfully that the processes of 
abstraction and generalization are so closely related there 
is no sequence involved, that either one may be taught first. 
Part y:.; the section dealing with figura.tive langue.ge, 
might well comprise a. sepa.ra.t e workbook. However, Exeroi se 5 
(pp.227 .... 231) on the 11Unreliability of the Verb 'To Be•" ts 
perhaps in danger of being buried in this figurative language 
section; a teacher whose time was limi. ted might not reach 
this material tn the time e.vatlable. 
This work might be placed nee.r the material on denotation 
and referents, although tt is not recommended tha.t it be taught 
laboriously at that point. 
The writer also regrets placement of Exercise 6, which 
takes up the matter of "Connotation tn Metaphor," in the 
final section of the workbook, Part V. Why not use Part I of 
this Exercise 6 as a. reinforcement of the "Connotation" section? 
A hidden metaphor, and part tcula rly metaphor: contained only 
in the verb, is often the reason why a. statement has a 
subtly "Unfavorable" connotation. If the teacher's time is 
limited he need not Use Part II of Exercise 6 on the 11 Connota-
tion in Metaphor" although it appears to be an excellent 
tea.ching device for composition work. However, one must 
consider seriously whether Part II might not distract too much 
from a. stress on critical concepts and the "see-through-words" 
attitude of the unit. 
Finally, the writer suggests that certain key idea.s in 
the workbook might be better taught in the following order: 
Symboliza.t ton 
Referent 
Denota.t ion 
Sense - Non-Sense 
Denotat ton (again) 
Connotation 
Metaphor 
Context 
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Ab at ract 1. on ) 
Generalization) may reverse 
Stereotype 
Opinion 
Judgment 
Inference 
' 
I 
CHAPTER V .. · 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. T~ out the workbook exercises on a 
larger number of' students. 
2. Let two groups of' teachers attempt to 
handle the workbook·ma.terial in the 
following manner to see if' greater 
depth teaehing ea.n 15e managed: 
a.. Have Group I work with the eoneepts 
of Symbolization, Referent, Connotation, 
Denotation ahd Non-Sense, and in addition 
. the eoneepts of Abstraction, Generalizin·g, 
and Stereotype, doing the work as 
thoroughly as possible. 
Have Group II try to ~ as much'} of 
the _work on Symbolization, Referent, 
Denotation, Connotation, and Non•Sense 
as may be possible (some of' this work 
needs to be included); then let Group II 
do the same work that Group I does on 
Abstraction, Generalizing, and Stereotype, 
and go on to do as thorough work on 
O~inion, Judgment, and Inferenee as time 
permits. 
· 3~ Allow two separate groups of teachers to 
work on the figurative-language seetion, 
Part ~i. Direct tns first group to use all 
of the material in_this section, including 
eritieal thinking material; instruct the 
----- ··-·--·--·-~~-------------
second group to exclude as much as possible 
the materta.l directly related to critical 
thinking and reading. Compare results of the 
work of both groups by a test instrument that 
measures ability in both crttical thinking and 
creat t vt ty. 
4. With control and expertmenta.l groups evaluate 
the effectiveness of Jane Lea Mayna.rd' s Workbook 
tn developing ability to distinguish between 
affective langua.ge a.nd report le.nguage. 
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APPENDIX I I 
.I ane Ma1t~U<l' 8 
. pAnDER OF ABSTRACTIQ.l,L 
This is how it might look. 
1171111 . 
CLOCK 
Specific: 
Thera are several k.ind.a of c:locka. Thera are .any kincla of tt.-
piec:aa. But there ie only one Bia Ben. 
·You cu do the a-.e thina for the word I!!! l(illf:!!!! • 
Specific 
VIII. "wcahh" 
'\'11. ''a..ct" 
VI. "farm assets" 
IlL 
"BcSc. 
IL' 
Hayakawa 1 8 
ARSTRACTIO~ LADDER 
Start reading from the bottom z;p 
APPENDIX I 
VIII. The word "woahh" is at an <Xtr<me 1v 
high lcvd of abstraction, omming a/moss ail 
reference to the charactcmucs of Bcs"c. 
VII. When Bossie is referred to as an "asset," still 
more of her characteristics arc left out. 
VI. When Bessie is included among "farm assets," 
reference is made only to what she has in common 
with all other salable items on the farm. 
V. When Bcuic is referred to as "livcsrock," only those 
char:actcristics she has in common with pigs, chickens, 
goats, etc., arc referred to. 
tv. The word •cow": stands for the characteristics we 
have abstracted as common to cow~o cowr, cows ••• 
cow .. Charaucristica pcculi.u to. specific cows arc left O!Jt. 
m. The word •Bessie" (cow•): this is the namt we give to 
the object of perception of level 11. The name u nol the 
object; it merely ttatUls for the object and omits reference to 
many of the cbaraA:teristics of the: object. 
11. The f#lll we perceive: not the word, but the object of ex-~; that which our nervous system absuacu (selects) 
from the totality that constitutes the process-cow. Many of the 
dwactctiJtica of the prOCCSKOW arc left out. 
L The cow bawD to tcience: uhimately consisting of atomt. elcctronl. etc., 
ICICGI'IIin& to pracmoday ldaRific ia&rcncc. awwcristics (represented by 
c:irl:b) arc iDfioile al this ~eft~ 1011 CYUodwl&iJII. This is !he poctu level • 
. .. ···.·· ·.·:·.·.··.::".·.•·.··: 
APPENDIX III 
Mtmeogre.phed Test Secttons from 
Jane MPynard 0 s Thests, pp. 81-97. 
TEST 
·~_. · Reac eo.lh statement ~IT.b,ich follm\fe. In the narentheses at_ the le:f'i; of 
enoh PGAtement, out the letter of th-e item w.b.ich, best·. comuletes it. 
( ) 1. 'That do the follo-r<Ting hA.Ve in oommon: horee, running, track, 
A nicture o:f a. man 1~ th black boots, bla.ok riding breeches, A. 
' . 
red coat, a. l'lhite ascot tie,· and. a black can With a large visor.·. 
R. They are all nRmes for, things. 
b. They· all have t.o do T.•r1 th horse racing. 
. . c. They are all symbols.· 
d. They all have to do .T·Ti. th norses. 
t ) ?.. A niot.ure·or a nenguin ldth the'\'ITOrds, "Smoke Kools, Smoke 
'} 
' ~ J ', 0. 
Kools" coming from i te mou-,;h,. "Then analyzed, is: · 
a. A Kool Cigaretteo 
b. A device used. to :fool the nublia. 
c. · A nicture. 
d. A symbol for Kool Cigarettes. 
'-lhen neonle get arip;r::v at a ni'oture of a red flag .td th a .hammer and 
AioklP. in the midnle· of it, they P..re sho'(fin~; 
a. Thstt they are nA.tr!ot1c Amerioa.ns. 
b. Thnt they d.isllke Oommunism. 
c •. That they are reacting to a symbol. 
d. Th~t they ar~ emotional. 
. ' 
4. tfhPn '·rnmen cry through eP.d motinn n1ctures: 
a. They are 1nte:t"e~ted in the story.· 
b. Thev l're confusing the symbol ~~d. th th.e thing for l(:rhich it 
stAnd e. 
-· . 
c. ThP.Y Are rememberin~ some SRd incidents in their ot·rn lives "' 
Rn~, thP.refore, Are symnRthet1c ,., .. ith the ch~ranters in the 
Rtorv. 
d. ThP.~r are bein~ emotional ovP.r nothing. 
--
• 
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'rho :-rt:>:itc.;r.• c16QO not h··.vo t.ho f':~ ct:::: neeo'• r.;_,·.x·y "L:1 r..· \.::: 
v'J.·) ;:-;t. .tc;;nent ·thtt.t Joe \IJ'ill 30 to (JOlle~·~e 01" t:1.·t ::.;:· 
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not be tru~ of th1s L~stoni~a. 
most f~~'s t~onians" 
1s trul3 o·f .this r~art1cu"Llr 
1'11 ~ ~-;r1ter uses humor 1n ord.er to O:Jke tb~ 
c~1 !l"':lcter .\l!.JPt~:1r ridiculous to the r;~a:ler. 
·:r;,~~ · ~::~-;r·1gra~)h . contains no emotional word~ 
~nJ ther3fore is not slanted. 
·,a thin my •3Xperience this is tr·Je of most 
F os'to;!lUtlS •. 
Li t:11n my exp·~r·ience tb1s 1s tr·ue of all 3.:):;t.·ou1~r;:;;, 
husb-::md· died ~.:.md l;ft her 1r;ith five c1:1il.lrr;3n 
,, ~ r:·, .. (' :;.';i l:!r':.m iuve the r~sr~o;:.sibillty of 1the hous;;hold ehores 
·,/ ... Jf · t ,; :il.:g f.!.:lr·:;, of ·the:1.r yount;e1"' brothers ,o.nd slst•3r.. ..ben 
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f'ofn"' people are usually like thls. 
'l'q go without often builds chuructero 
~:o conclusion 1s possibl~. 
i'•:r::; 0 I1ur.phy 0 s child.ren are a credit to hi~r 0 
'l'h::! commor.1 t-vork1ng-person is usually ~ood-i1~.rt\H''~d 
·:nd understand1nt;. · 
'l'liis is not typical of i'.tnerican ramlll.:~so 
C~:'ten Children 'Nho bave fe~v3I' IDdterial thlnts. turr, 
:n~t better than those trJho are snoiled. 
:t':iJ.S descript2.on is slanted; therefore, no con,.JJ.l;~,, j :.'i.'i 
e .... n 'h~ d.r'<1Wn. 
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R.P.~H:t eR~h of the st.!:'!.t~ments t•Thich f'ollolor. on· -~n~ linea 
bAle~·' each.: e'tFr.'CE!ment, 1.rri te t.hP. 1..rord 'or t.rorda ,,rhich malte 
·the· stAtement T~,P.~k 1•ri th rest;ect to renor"ting things as 
th~;r ·nrobably exist. If ·tne statement cont-ain!3 no 
t•'fHtlmesses find is A renortt .simnly ~11rite 1•C" on the line· 
belo•·· 1 t. 
L · l!early- all businessmen are afraid of the· gr-ei:l.t increane 
' I 
in unionism in this country. ,. 
--------------------=-----------~----------------~~ ... 
2. tlf.nenever vnu buy Ac~.C.r&m:V ahi rte, :vou can be sure of . quali. t:v. 
---------------------------------------------------------~ 
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c, ~\lmost all of the legislati-on· proceeding from 1;ne nresent 
4. 
.1.0.minif!ltrat1on ia designed to. a-t;tract the farmeria vote. 
F'i ve Members of the Seelsburg ,School Bo~ra. votef:' against . 
tne T)ro-qosed salary in~reRse f9r teacher:· four voted in· 
f~.'!Ol" of 1·t. 
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